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Workplace Innovation's Interactive Theatre in Flexible Boss
Magazine
Unlocking employee creativity and improving working life

Unlocking employee creativity can enhance organisational change and improve working
life. Interactive Theatre is a way of helping employees release inhibitions that prevent
them from expressing their views, and encouraging them to engage in critical thinking.
Using theatre to dramatise the issues and situations created by poor work practices,
inadequate skills and missed opportunities encourages employers and employees alike to
take action. Drama reveals all the tensions and problems that can exist in a business,
while at the same time being fun and captivating. As a result, people are more likely to
share ideas and have an open mind about the need for change.
At Workplace Innovation, part of the UK Work Organisation Network, a not-for-proﬁt
coalition that develops and disseminates new ways of working, our theatre solution
focuses on organisational practices and culture rather than individuals. It does not involve
role-play, is not intimidating, and works for any size or type of group.
Read the complete article here

Flexible Boss Magazine is the quarterly source of news, features and comment on
flexible working for employers. You can access a free digital copy below.
In this issue:
- The multi-generational workforce: how organisations such as Marks & Spencer and
McDonalds are embracing age diversity
- Days after being appointed, pensions minister Ros Altmann gives us her views on
flexibility for older workers
- The Flexible Boss Buyer’s Guide part one: top suppliers in video & collaboration, time &
attendance and co-working. Helping you change your workplace culture.
- Workplace theatre: could interactive drama solve your organisational issues?
- Case studies, expert comment and in-depth analysis on workplace change.
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About UK WON and Workplace Innovation
UK WON is a not-for-profit organisation that works with
employers’ and professional bodies, trade unions,
universities, policy makers and others committed to
developing and disseminating new ways of organising work
that lead to sustainable competitiveness, an innovative
culture and a high quality of working life.
Workplace Innovation helps enterprises and their
employees to improve organisational performance and
working lives by releasing the full knowledge, skill and
creativity of people at every level.
Contact us at info@ukwon.net

